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Introduction

PWAs (Progressive Web Apps) give users a seamless and 

interesting experience by combining the best features of 

mobile and web applications. They offer the advantages of 

cross-platform compatibility, offline functionality, push 

notifications, and the ability to install on the user’s  home 

screen, just like a native app. Angular, a popular JavaScript 

framework, provides a powerful and robust foundation for 

building PWAs.



Steps to Use 

Angular and 

PWAs to 

Advance Web 

Development

• Building with Angular

• Create a Responsive Layout

• Implement Service Workers

• Enable App Shell Architecture

• Add Push Notifications

• Optimize Performance

• Enhanced Security

• Test and Deploy

• Continuously Improve

https://www.fortunesoftit.com/sg/angular-development-singapore/


Building with Angular

Angular provides a solid foundation for building PWAs, 

offering a robust set of features and tools that streamline 

the development process. Setting up an Angular project 

is the first step. By installing Angular CLI (Command Line 

Interface) globally on your system, you can create a new 

Angular project with the necessary configurations. 

Angular CLI simplifies the project setup process, 

providing you with a boilerplate codebase to work with.



Create a Responsive Layout

Design a responsive layout using 

Angular’s  powerful templating system and 

CSS frameworks like Bootstrap or Angular 

Material. Ensure that your application 

looks good and adapts well to different 

screen sizes and devices.



Implement Service Workers

Service workers are at the core of 

PWAs. They enable offline caching and 

background synchronization, allowing 

your app to work even when the user 

is offline or has limited connectivity. 

Angular provides tools and libraries 

like @angular/service-worker to help 

you set up and configure service 

workers easily.



Enable App Shell Architecture

App shell architecture is a technique that 

involves caching the minimal HTML, CSS, 

and JavaScript required to render the 

basic user interface of your application. 

This ensures that your PWA loads quickly, 

providing a better user experience. Use 

Angular’s techniques like lazy loading and 

route-based code splitting to implement 

app shell architecture effectively.



Add Push Notifications

With push notifications, you can engage 

users even when they are not actively 

using your app. Implement push 

notification support using platforms 

like Firebase Cloud Messaging (FCM) or 

other service providers. Angular  

libraries like @angular/service-worker 

and angularfire can help you integrate 

push notifications into your PWA.



Optimize Performance

PWAs should be fast and performant. Use Angular’s  build  

optimization features like AOT (Ahead-of-Time) compilation 

and lazy loading to reduce the bundle size and improve 

loading times. Apply performance best practices like code 

minification, image optimization, and proper caching 

strategies to further enhance performance.



Enhanced Security

Security is a critical aspect of web 

development, and Angular helps address 

this concern in PWAs. Angular’s  built-in 

features, such as automatic sanitization of 

user input and protection against cross-

site scripting (XSS) attacks, contribute to 

building secure PWAs. Additionally, 

Angular’s  adherence to best practices and 

community-driven security updates 

ensure that your PWA remains secure 

against potential vulnerabilities.

https://www.fortunesoftit.com/sg/progressive-web-app-development-singapore/


Test and Deploy

Thoroughly test your PWA on various devices and browsers to ensure 

compatibility and functionality. Use tools like Lighthouse, which is 

integrated with Chrome DevTools, to audit and optimize your app for PWA 

best practices. Once you’re satisfied, deploy your PWA to a hosting platform 

or a content delivery network (CDN).



Continuously Improve by 

Feedback

Monitor user feedback, track app usage, 

and analyze performance metrics to 

identify areas for improvement. 

Regularly update and iterate on your 

PWA to provide an exceptional user 

experience and leverage new features 

and capabilities  offered by Angular and 

web technologies.



Conclusion

The combination of Progressive Web Apps (PWAs) and Angular takes 

web development to the next level by providing cross-platform 

compatibility, offline functionality, an app-like experience, push 

notifications, performance optimization, enhanced security, improved 

discoverability, and simplified deployment. By contacting us you can 

leverage the capabilities of Angular and build high-quality PWA.

https://www.fortunesoftit.com/sg/contact-us/


Contact Details

• Company Name: Fortunesoft IT 

Innovations

• Location: 30 Cecil Street, # 19-

06, Prudential Tower, Singapore 

049712

• Contact at: +65-3158-1762

• Mail at contact@fortunesoftit.com

https://www.fortunesoftit.com/sg/
https://www.fortunesoftit.com/sg/
mailto:contact@fortunesoftit.com
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